VREID - PITCH BLACK BRIGADE
This is the new beast from the Norwegian brigade!
In 2004 Vreid arrived with their blasting debut album Kraft.
The album was applauded by the metal press, and during
2004/05 Vreid did more than 40 concerts all over Europe.
When the tour ended, Hváll locked himself up in his
dungeon (Studio 1184). In the autumn the rest of the
brigade entered the studio and hammered out their fury.
By late November the battle was over, and the beast was
transported to Subsonic Society where it was mixed by
Vreid & Lars Klokkerhaug. The last polish and shining of
the beast’s uniform was mastered at Tailormaid by
Peter in de Betou and the brigade in Stockholm January
2006.
Pitch Black Brigade manifests the style that Vreid molded
with Kraft, but PBB is a bold step in a more rocking and
grooving direction. 8 tracks of raw, pounding and
atmospheric Norwegian Black & Roll. As usual there are
both Norwegian & English lyrics, this time based upon
some of the grim and hateful historical events from the
20th century.
With a razor-sharp and powerful production, this album will
become a monument of Northern Metal anno 2006.
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Featuring the founding members of legendary
Windir
Second release on Tabu Recordings
Full service to all relevant media
Ads in all major magazines across Europe
Video to «Pitch Black» out in March
US release by Candlelight Records
Major European tour in September with labelmates
Enslaved & Khold
Festivaltour this summer across Europe

1. Då Draumen Rakna
2. Left To Hate
3. Pitch Black
4. The Red Smell
5. Hengebjørki
6. Our Battle
7. Hang èm All
8. Eit Kapitel For Seg Sjølv
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